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®progettomateria  is Colorificio Marmoplast's 

research and development lab, and at the same 

time a brand project. In this new idea incubator is 

all our experience and most-prized values:
the warmth of the family, our innovative spirit, and 

great attention to the needs of our client, whether it 

is a designer or a final customer. 

®progettomateria  develops materials for the 

coating of surfaces for architecture, interior
design and construction, with a contemporary, 

cultured aesthetic.
Product quality, extensive customisation, constant 

assistance (from choosing products, to  nstallation, 

to after-sales), a programme for certified installers 

and continuous training are the values we bring to 

the table.



®The cromateria  cycle is completed in eight steps

The infinite range of colours, combined with four 

different grain sizes (textures from the finest 02, smooth 

as silk, up to 08, with a structured texture) and different 

finishes (matte, glossy, satin, matte lacquer, satin 

lacquer, glossy lacquer), can offer infinite combinations 

for a fully personalisable aesthetic effect.

that create a thickness of only 3mm.

®cromateria  is a water-based micro-resin for 

decorating floors, walls and furnishings with the final 

effect of a continuous surface. 
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940 BASE COLOURS
4 GRAIN SIZES

3 FINISHES

Our standard colour palette is made up of 940 colours (the 

colours are produced with  state-of-the-art colorimeters).

And there are three finishes available: matte, satin, glossy.

There are 4 grain sizes, which give the surfaces their 

characteristic textured effect (from smooth to rough).



®cromateria  resin is always applied 

entirely by hand.
The experience and manual skill of 

our certified installers guarantees 

that the finished result will be 

perfectly in line with the specific 

requests of the client.

Thanks to the infinite possibilities offered by 

spatula application, the grain sizes, which give 

the surfaces their characteristic textured effect, 

make every work unique and one-of-a-kind.



®Of the many options for cromateria , 

the “Cocciopesto” version is parti-

cularly interesting.
Its natural formula has a low 

environmental impact, also because 

we recycle the powder that comes 

from local fired clay works.

This powder, mixed with our mortar, 

gives treated surfaces a high-quality 

aesthetic that emphasises their 

artisan character.

The colour is obtained through natural cocciopesto powder



Thanks to its thickness of only 3mm, doors 

and windows do not need to be altered.

With no grout lines, and easy to clean, in 

most cases it can be applied to pre-existing 
coatings, avoiding the need to remove them 

and, therefore, any creation of powder and 

waste material.





can even be used as a coating for 

furnishings.

indoors and outdoors on floors, walls, 

ceilings, bathtubs and shower cubicles.

Water-repellent, stain-resistant and resistant 
®to UV rays, cromateria  can be applied 

Thanks to its easy workability, it can be 

applied on curved surfaces, and therefore 

Shower stall





®cromateria  resin is created for 

architecture and interior design.
The options for personalisation are 

infinite, allowing easy integration into 

any interior project; whether it is a 

restoration of an Apulian farmhouse or 

an apartment in the centre of Milan, our 

micro-resin will create amazing, awe-

inspiring effects.

Tactile, fluid, continuous.



Walls, bathtub and washbasin in PVC technopolymer, coated with resin
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